Trisar 2D V2
A great geodesic 2-man tent, with 2 porches and doors - ideal
for year round backpacking and wild camping trips.
Sleeps: 2
Season Rating Spec: 4 Season Backpacking
Free standing?: Yes (tent can be pitched without guying out)
Packed Weight: 3.6Kg (7lb 15oz)
Number of Porches: 2
Number of Doors: 2
Pitch Type: Inner pitch first
Packed Size: 45x18cm
Range: 4 Season Backpacking
Flysheet: Stormex P4000 FR
Floor: Aqua Stop P5000
Poles: 8.5mm Superflex Alloy
Pegs: 18 x Alloy 'V' Angle
Guylines: 9 x Yellow Reflective
Inner Door: Full Mesh & Solid Door

£350.00 RRP

Stub Code:
44TR2D2

Description

Trisar 2D - 4 season 2-man tent
The Trisar 2D is based on the iconic Terra Nova Quasar tent, it's a free-standing design that pitches inner first and is a good
choice when ground conditions make pegging out difficult.
If you’re looking for a tried and tested tent for year round adventures and expeditions then this an ideal option.
â–º The Trisar 2D has front and back ventilation and both vents can be adjusted from the inside of the tent. The flysheet doors are
particularly versatile - opening from the top, bottom or fastening at the side, allowing you to cater for changes in weather and weather
direction.
â–º With 2 porches and 2 doors the tent is versatile for storing gear and access.
â–º The Trisar range uses Wild Country Superflex alloy poles and tried and tested Wild Country, high performance polyester flysheet and
groundsheet fabrics.
â–º Updated with tarp style easy to pack tent bag making it easier to pack away it's time to move on.
Footprints to prolong the life of the tent and help keep it clean can be purchasedhere.
A 2 person and 3 person version with 1 door are available Trisar 2 and Trisar 3.

